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The power behind vehicle identification
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- A LEAP
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RedfoxID is a technology provider, primarily for the
global tolling market, but also for the broader ITS
markets, both current and emerging.
With over two decades of proven experience in the
delivery of innovative, industry leading software for the
world of vehicle detection and classification, system
integrators and road operators could not have a better
team on their side.

behind the Quantum technology for their vehicle
detection solution. The RedfoxID team has unmatched
experience in free-flow toll system development enabling
its customers to install low risk, operationally-proven
solutions, extracting the full value from their transport
system.
RedfoxID’s patented Quantum software takes vehicle
classification accuracy to levels unrivaled in the industry,
providing new capabilities, even better accuracy, easier
installation and new analysis and optimisation tools.

As a developer of innovative, high accuracy, intelligent
transport solutions, RedfoxID has unique and specialist
skills specifically focused on tolling applications. The skill
set covers sensor technology development with a
particular speciality in; automatic vehicle identification
and classification, lane controller design, lane system
design and installation. This unique knowledge allows
RedfoxID to design vehicle detection technology well
suited for integration with lane side systems.

Whether you are designing a new system, upgrading
a legacy system, need consulting or training, RedfoxID
is the only team you’ll need. If you are looking for
proven detection and classification solutions, Quantum
delivers 99.96% count accuracy and 99.9% or better
axle class accuracy in all traffic conditions using a
Quantum Array.

For over twenty years, systems integrators, toll authorities
and roadway operators looking for the best possible
results for vehicle detection and classification systems
for maximum toll revenues have turned to the team

Welcome to the world of RedfoxID where the richness
of data and flexibility provided by Quantum enables
systems integrators to harness powerful vehicle
identification solutions.

The power behind vehicle identification

Quantum overview
THE NEW GLOBAL STANDARD FOR VEHICLE DETECTION & CLASSIFICATION
Vehicle detection & classification

Quantum Target Acquisition will identify the target,
acquire the relevant information and classify vehicles,
including motorbikes, delivering count accuracies of
99.96% and 99.9% or better axle class accuracy in all
traffic conditions using a Quantum Array.

For over 20 years, systems integrators, toll authorities,
roadway operators and others looking for the best
possible results for vehicle detection and classification
systems have turned to the team behind Quantum for
their vehicle detection solution.

Quantum uses both inductive loops and Quantum strip
sensors to target and acquire the information required
for accurate vehicle detection and classification. An
inductive and axle detection signature is produced for
every vehicle which travels through the detection zone.
Quantum analyses this signature to produce a data
packet containing comprehensive details of that vehicle.
The software analyses the information from all the
sensors simultaneously to determine the events occurring
across the zone thereby producing an accurate picture
of the vehicles traversing the detection zone.

That's because RedfoxID's innovative software
technology has been proven to deliver greater accuracy
and a more advanced detection technology than any
other solutions provider.

Quantum's unique algorithms offer superior detection
and classification accuracies ensuring increased toll
collection revenue, leading to fewer errors resulting in
increased customer satisfaction.

Our detection and classification solution serve integration
partners who use RedfoxID technology in large-scale
ITS projects including electronic toll collection, open road
tolling, express toll lanes and advanced custom detection
solutions.

Trajectory prediction allows integrators to design cost
effective, single or multi-gantry tolling solutions with both
solutions allowing the association between front and rear
ANPR image sets with the vehicle transaction.

What it does

The technology ensures accurate vehicle separation,
even with poor lane discipline, stop and go, or tailgating
traffic in multi-lane open road installations. Quantum has
demonstrated the ability to separate, count and classify
accurately vehicles towing or tailgating at speeds under
15kph to speeds in excess of 200kph regardless of
presentation to the detection zone.

Quantum software analyses vehicle signatures provided
by in-ground sensors, in real-time, to produce information
on all vehicle types passing across the detection zone.
This includes classifying each vehicle, placing the
vehicle in the correct lane, recording the speed and
direction of travel. Additional, optional, sensors provide
triggers for front and rear ANPR cameras and a
sophisticated correlation engine allows additional
sensor data, for example tag reads, to be combined
with the vehicle data to provide a single comprehensive
transaction for each vehicle.

Patented technology
A Quantum installation is based around a unique
Quantum Array (patent pending) suitable for any road
layout, single or multi-lane. The technology has been
created to improve the accuracy in stop-start/ congested
traffic sites, simplify site selection and accommodate
poor lane discipline. Quantum vehicle class tables are
defined using a rules based engine and are easily
modified to suit customer requirements allowing tailor
made vehicle classification solutions.

The richness of data and flexibility provided by Quantum
enables systems integrators to offer a powerful vehicle
identification solution easily customised to the operator's
requirements. Whilst Quantum's architecture provides a
powerful platform that greatly simplifies the design of the
lane side software.
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Quantum ® is the registered trade mark of Red Fox ID Limited. Other trade marks are the property of their respective owners.
The Quantum ® system is subject to the following patent applications: UK 1503692.4. Further applications pending.
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Easy installation & set-to-work

Quantum tool-kit suite

The Quantum array is designed for easy and quick
installation, all slot depths are the same and all loops are
wound in the same way.

The software licence package comes complete with
the tools to set-up, support and maintain all Quantum
products. Analysis tools for site configuration, data
analysis and error resolution are provided in both web
browser and stand-alone format with full training offered.
See ‘Quantum Vision’ information sheet for further details.

Quantum's new 'set-to-work' toolset has been designed
to allow road side engineers to efficiently and quickly
set a new site to work. The detector tuning tool contains
unique features that provides a simultaneous overview
of the streaming data from the detectors. Combined
with the ability to directly control each individual
detector channel via the software the tool provides a
comprehensive level of control from both the roadside
or from remote locations. The ability to remotely tune
sites and view live streaming data is a feature unique to
Quantum.

The 2nd Bosphorus Bridge, Turkey

RedfoxID at work
2015
l

in Turkey. The installation comprises 		
fifteen multi-lane free-flow sites with new
inter-connector sites being planned for
June/July 2017. It is expected that at
least 135,000 vehicles will use the 		
bridge daily in each direction with the
majority of these expected to be
multi-axles (due to temporary bans on
multi-axles on the FSM). Site topology
varies from 5 travel lanes plus a service
lane to 2 travel lanes.

RedfoxID completed a novel design for
a six-lane tolling requirement on
Istanbul’s Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge
(also known as the FSM or Second
Bosphorus Bridge). This system is
currently in full revenue collection and
processing around 125,000 vehicles
per day.

2016
l

RedfoxID was chosen as the free flow
AVC provider and Quantum the
technology of choice for installation on
the new Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge (also
known as the 3rd Bosphorus Bridge) 		
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RedfoxID was chosen as the free flow
AVC provider for the Mahmutbey toll 		
plaza in Istanbul, Mahmutbey is the 		
busiest toll plaza in the entire network
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with approximately 195,000 vehicles
daily. This is four travel lanes plus a 		
service lane in each direction.
l

l

RedfoxID was chosen as the free flow
AVC provider for the merge lanes on
the Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge (FSM
Bridge).
RedfoxID was chosen as the free flow
AVC provider for the 15 July Martyrs 		
Bridge (previously known as the 		
Bosphorus Bridge or the First Bridge).
Approximately 90,000 vehicles pass 		
daily in both directions. Currently only 		
the East bound traffic is tolled, but this will
change to both directions later in the year.
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Tolling Technology
TARGET ACQUISITION TAKEN TO THE NEXT LEVEL
AVI Correlation: Quantum provides a sophisticated
sensor integration platform resulting in a very efficient
methodology to merge multiple sensor streams together
(AVI, laser, camera, WIM, axles detection). Quantum
maintains a very accurate time/position map that is used
to precisely allocate sensor data to the correct vehicle.
This integration platform simplifies lane controller design,
reduces project risk in a complex part of the system
design and yields greater placement accuracy than
can be achieved with simplistic time based mapping.
Quantum is the only sensor that knows exactly where
the vehicle is at any instant in time, this unique
knowledge underpins our ability to achieve such
high correlation accuracies.

As a developer of innovative, high accuracy, intelligent
transport solutions, Red Fox ID (RedfoxID) has unique
and specialist skills specifically focused on tolling
applications. The skill set covers sensor technology
development with a particular speciality in automatic
vehicle classification (AVC), lane controller design,
automatic vehicle identification (AVI), lane system
design and installation. With a view toward the
long-term success of its customers, RedfoxID installs
operationally-proven solutions and works closely with
system integrators and road operators to ensure that they
extract the full value from their intelligent transport system.

Vehicle presence & classification
Quantum software analyses vehicle signatures provided
by in-ground sensors, in real-time, to track and produce
information on all vehicle types, including motorcycles,
passing across the detection zone. The final vehicle
message (FVM) includes the classification of each
vehicle, placing the vehicle in the correct lane,
and recording the speed and direction of travel.
Additional, optional, sensors provide triggers for front
and rear ANPR cameras. A sophisticated correlation
engine, together with algorithms that track vehicles
throughout their transition through the tolling zone, allows
additional sensor data, for example tag reads, to be
combined with the vehicle data to provide a single,
comprehensive transaction for each vehicle.

Patented technology
A Quantum installation is based around a unique
detection array (patent pending) suitable for any road
layout, single or multi-lane. The technology has been
created to improve the accuracy in stop-start / congested
traffic sites, simplify site selection and accommodate
poor lane discipline. Quantum vehicle class tables are
defined using a rules based engine and are easily
modified to suit customer requirements allowing tailor
made vehicle classification solutions.
Irrespective of weather conditions, in live traffic
environments Quantum technology will consistently
achieve accuracies required for tolling agencies.
Tolling applications are typically looking for detection
count accuracies in excess of 99.9% with commensurate
classification accuracy - statistics that Quantum is
exceeding (99.96% detection accuracy and 99.9%
axle classification).

Quantums unique software offers superior and accurate
trajectory prediction (tracking), exceeding any current
market leading AVC solution, thereby improving the
tracking ability of vehicles through the detection zone.
This capability allows integrators to design cost effective,
single or multi gantry tolling solutions, yet still maintain
the association between front and rear ANPR image sets
with the vehicle transaction.

The Quantum Array is designed to make installation
simpler and site selection less constrained. Using a
Quantum array means installation and closure times
are reduced in comparison with other in-ground sensor
installation times. Subject to site survey there may be the
ability to install the Quantum Array below the wearing
course for increased operational life span of the system.
Installation operations are simplified with all slot cuts at
the same depth and all loops wound in the same way.

Patented Quantum algorithms ensure accurate vehicle
separation, even with poor lane discipline, stop and go,
or tailgating traffic in multi-lane free-flow installations.
Quantum has demonstrated the ability to separate, count
and classify accurately vehicles towing or tailgating
at speeds under 5kph to speeds in excess of 200kph
regardless of presentation to the detection zone.
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Quantum standard functions

Quantum Tool-Kit suite

Classification: profile or axle based
l Trigger for ANPR / video format
l Reversible lane configurations
l Automatic vehicle identification correlation
l Tracking for single gantry optimisation

The software licence package comes complete with
the tools to set-up, support and maintain all Quantum
products. Analysis tools for site configuration, data
analysis and error resolution are provided in both web
browser and stand-alone format with full training offered.

l

Target accuracy for Quantum
Performance accuracies of Quantum TA
Count accuracy in all
traffic conditions

99.96% or better

Axle Classification accuracy in
all traffic conditions*

99.9% or better

Length accuracy

+/- 5%

Speed accuracy
		

+/- 3kph		
(below 100kph)

		
		

ABOVE: Quantum

Vision

+/- 3%
(above 100kph)

*All vehicle types including motorcycles
LEFT: Quantum

Tool-Kit suite application - Quantum Pretty Print,
showing the data contained in the Final Vehicle Messages (FVM)
BELOW: Quantum Final Vehicle Message shows detection of two
motorcycles by Quantum which would not have been detected
by a main loop system

Quantum at work:
Motorcycle Detection

enables accurate detection of all vehicles
including motorcycles with a 99.96% or
better detection rate. Motorcyclists, until
now, could avoid detection by travelling
between lanes or close to other vehicles.
No longer can they do this with Quantum
installations.

Motorcycle detection has long been a
challenge for the automatic vehicle
detection systems, main loop only
systems leave gaps in the detection zone
sufficiently large enough for motorcycles
to pass through completely undetected.

On a site using the Quantum Array where
55,000 vehicles were recorded, 4,550 of
those vehicles were motorcycles (8% of

The Quantum Array coupled with
Quantum’s improved detection capabilities
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the traffic using the road) and Quantum
detected them all. It was also noted
that 919 of the vehicles could not
have been detected by any other loop
based system.
The functionality of Quantum will
help road operators and back office
facilitators create more specific tolling
tables and financially fair rates for their
road users.
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Quantum Vision
CLEAR AND PRECISE DATA ANALYSIS
Quantum Vision is one of the tools from the ‘Quantum
Toolkit Suite’ and has been developed to assist with the
data analysis of Quantum and Idris raw data captured
from a live system. The Quantum Vision data analysis
tool is a visual tool used during the detailed analysis of
vehicle data, it helps engineers resolve problems quickly
and efficiently by providing a graphical view of the
sensor data. The tool allows additional data sources to
be overlaid on the raw data further aiding the analysis of
complex problems. The tool can also be used as part of
a toll audit suite adding a new view into the data domain
which significantly improves the overall accuracy and
confidence of the audit.

ABOVE: Quantum

How the tool operates
Quantum Vision is designed to operate on any platform
– MAC, Windows or Linux. The tool installs as a native
java program and operates the same on all platforms.
The only prerequisite is a modern version of Java
(version 8 upwards). The installer checks and offers an
option to install a suitable version of the Java runtime
environment making installation easy and error free.
Once installed Quantum Vision is easy and intuitive to
use providing clear and precise data analysis whether
the requirement is to view data in real-time or from
pre-recorded packets.

Vision in operation
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Seeing is believing
With Quantum Vision up to 32 lanes
		 may be viewed simultaneously on 		
		 screen as well as the ability to have
		 multiple viewing ports or windows.
l The functionality includes screen 		
		 snapshots with text overlay for
		 troubleshooting/reports etc. These are
		 saved as simple ‘jpeg’ files.
l The ‘Zoom’ feature enables close 		
		 vehicle data viewing.
l

LEFT & ABOVE: Quantum

l The animation tab provides ‘real-time’
		 live data viewing, record and capture
		 capabilities.
l Auto baseline correction.
l Multi-scroll functionality which offers
		 scroll bars for accurate placement
		 for data packet viewing.
l Improved system overview and
		 troubleshooting functionality.
l Compatible for Idris data analysis.

Vision in operation

“

- G I V I N G YO U T H E
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TA K E N O T E O F

!

SETTING NEW
S TA N D A R D S
In real-time, Quantum delivers 99.96%
count accuracy and 99.9% or
better axle class accuracy in all traffic
conditions using a Quantum Array.
Superior and accurate trajectory
prediction, with enhanced tracking
and separation capabilities,
allows system integrators to design
cost-effective solutions they can count
on, now and in the future.
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